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Canada works best when we work together — and Dodge Charger 

Enforcer, built exclusively at the Brampton plants in Ontario, brings it 

all home. State-of-the-art, Brampton Assembly and Stamping utilize 

269 acres, 20 miles of conveyor belts and 580 robotics to keep more 

than 2700 Canadians employed — and to create one of the finest 

police vehicles on the continent. With Charger Enforcer on your team, 

you’re protecting your city — and Canadian interests.
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IN EVERY DEPARTMENT, THIS IS THE PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE. The introduction of the all-new 2011 Dodge Charger Enforcer left no doubt 

to authority, with immediate recognition of engineering that addressed critical areas: power, capability, and safety and security. The results: the best V6 engine in 

Dodge history, the 3.6L PentastarTM V6 with Variable Valve Timing (VVT) and Flex Fuel (E85) compatibility. Safety cage and unibody construction using steel engineered 

to exceed federal mandates. And the honour from the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) in 2011 as a Top Safety Pick.(1)

New developments to the 2012 Dodge Charger Enforcer include redesigned seats; long-lasting 160,000-kilometre spark plugs in the available 5.7L HEMI® VVT V8;

stiff “GEN 3” front hubs for added durability and improved braking; and a brilliant user-friendly colour LCD Electronic Vehicle Information Centre (EVIC) screen.

Indispensable to Charger Enforcer’s capacity to serve is another distinction: its rear-wheel drive (RWD) configuration. The advantages of RWD manifest themselves in 

virtually every area of police work — manoeuvrability, handling, acceleration, and traction. In short, Charger Enforcer offers impeccable road manners. Further value comes 

from two more advantages that separate Charger Enforcer from the competition. This is the only vehicle in its class(2) where the Vehicle Systems Interface Module (VSIM) is 

standard, along with a warranty that commands instant respect: a fully transferable Chrysler Canada Inc. 5-Year/100,000-Kilometre Powertrain Limited Warranty.(3) ARMED

CHARGER ENFORCER



HARD CORE

CONTROL COURTESY OF ESC(6) AND THE PERFORMANCE SUSPENSION.
Engineered explicitly for police use, Charger Enforcer’s large, four-wheel heavy-duty antilock brakes (ABS) with All-Speed 

Traction Control work in conjunction with the comprehensive Electronic Stability Control System,(6) here offered in a two-

mode configuration; officers choose either full or partial functionality. Additional systems to address performance and 

safety and security include Hill Start Assist, Brake Assist, and Ready Alert Braking. The technology delivers impeccable 

manoeuverability, handling, and control over diverse speeds, road surfaces, and weather conditions.(6) Rain Brake Support 

is another advanced system. During rainy conditions when the vehicle’s wiper system has been activated, it dries the brake 

pads by pulsing them lightly against the rotors, allowing optimal operation. The standard Tire Pressure Monitoring System 

displays the exact air pressure of each tire, and communicates when the pressure is low.

STUDIES IN STELLAR PERFORMANCE FROM THE 2012 CHARGER ENFORCER. 
Upgraded “GEN 3” front hubs provide stiffer bearings than previous versions to help lessen DTV (Disc Thickness Variation). 

Overall, these front hubs help reduce deflection (movement of a structure or structural part as a result of stress) and 

improve durability.

SAFETY TAKEN TO THE EXTREME.
The goal was simple and singular: benchmark safety and security. That’s why the drawings, engineering mandates, and final 

construction of Dodge Charger Enforcer show strengths that encompass multiple systems: from toughened side-door guard 

beams and increased roof strength, to reactive head restraints(4) and three air bag(5) systems with seven standard air bags.(5) 

But where Charger Enforcer shows its mettle is in the advanced high-strength steels placed in strategic positions throughout 

the body. The results are impressive. The Charger Enforcer’s tough Unibody construction reflects dedicated use of high-

strength steel — the same material that supports bridges and skyscrapers. The advanced high-strength steel in the safety 

cage meets or exceeds both federal requirements and those of the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS).

All of these technologies and materials, when analyzed together, contributed to the 2011 recognition  

by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety of Dodge Charger Enforcer as a Top Safety Pick.(1) 

SAFETY CAGE BODY STRUCTURE.  Materials include 
high-strength steel, aluminum, and advanced plastics designed 
to support the Frontal Crash Management Zone and which work to 
redirect crash energy away from the occupant compartment.

REAR CRASH 
MANAGEMENT 
ZONE. Built to absorb 
and dissipate crash energy 
around the occupant 
compartment.

CROSS-CAR IMPACT 
BEAMS. Contribute to 
structural rigidity and work to 
decrease body twisting.

INTERIOR HEAD-IMPACT 
PROTECTION.  Urethane foam inserts 
positioned in strategic areas in the pillars, 
headers, and roof rails increase roof 
rigidity and aid in the event of interior 
head impact.

FRONT CRASH MANAGEMENT 
ZONE. Energy-absorbing frame rails work to 
direct impact energy and manage energy 
absorption to aid in maintaining the integrity 
of the vehicle’s occupant compartment.

FIRST AND FOREMOST: OCCUPANT SAFETY.
It’s no exaggeration to say that police work ranks as one of the most challenging professions out there — which is why the 

engineers and designers of the Charger Enforcer made occupant safety a top priority. From the bottom up and from inside 

out, this is a vehicle designed around the principal idea of protecting those who protect us. Extensive use of air bag 

technology, application of the toughest steels, and genius-level engineering all serve those who serve our communities.

SIDE-DOOR GUARD 
BEAMS. Mounted 
strategically across the 
interior door panel to protect 
against side impacts.



STAY BRILLIANTLY INFORMED — WITH A NEW EVIC.  

A major upgrade to the 2012 Charger Enforcer interior is how the unit communicates to the 

driver — thanks to the all-new colour LCD Electronic Vehicle Information Centre (EVIC). The 

redesign of this indispensable asset adds a new colour liquid crystal display for crisp 

readouts with vibrant clarity. 

SHIFTER POSITION + INTERFACE MODULE = TOTAL EFFICIENCY. 
Here, the floor-mounted shifter of the civilian Dodge Charger has been relocated to the 

steering column and redesigned for police use with a shorter lever, while Auto/StickTM 

engineering allows the driver to up- or downshift, based on driving strategies, road conditions,  

and personal preference. Column-mounted placement also opens up space for the Vehicle 

Systems Interface Module. As the critical connection for the enforcement signals and safety 

lights on every patrol vehicle, the module is essential to police work. Charger Enforcer 

distinguishes itself as the only police vehicle to supply the module as standard equipment.

COMFORT MEASURED IN PEACE OF MIND. 
This is engineering focused on comfort. The front bucket seats are now designed with a 

pocket for a duty belt, with stability and ease for duty cycles that can range from overtime 

shifts to the shortest of rides between stops. The unveiling of the 2011 Charger Enforcer 

showed the front doors open 21 percent wider, and rear doors, 29 percent. 

ROOM — WITH A VIEW. 
Extended in height at the top by 76 millimetres (3 inches) versus the previous version, this 

windshield offers a greater outward view.

BUILT FOR THE FORCE.
From the get-go, it was designed and built to be police-specific. Even the trunk is smartly designed, with an available interior shelf for electronics from Mopar®.

Inside, our designers took extra steps to ensure comfort — and then added invaluable customization capability. Additional available features let you customize 

your Charger Enforcer to exact specifications and needs.

NEW SEATS ARE VIRTUALLY MADE TO ORDER.
Charger Enforcer now features enlarged seat surfaces with scooped pockets to accommodate a full duty belt. The seats, however, carry over impressive 

advantages introduced in the all-new 2011 Dodge Charger Enforcer. These include a serpentine spring suspension for a more even distribution of weight, with 

little or no change in comfort performance over time or with use by multiple drivers. The seatbacks are also designed for complete comfort, with the available 

lumbar adjuster augmenting the standard six-way power driver’s seat.

New custom treatments now include groups and stand-alone options, ranging from the Convenience Groups to the Connectivity Group to a variety of Patrol 

Packages; they are listed on the Mopar page of this book. All in all, what you’ll find are brilliant solutions all around. 

PREVAIL



SAFETY: THE INSIDE STORY. 
To work inside this safety cage means officers enjoy seats positioned on crossmembers constructed of advanced high-strength steel that helps reduce twisting of the 

vehicle, but more important, which was engineered to meet critical performance levels — for example, mitigated seat vibration. The steering column and steering wheel 

feature energy-absorbing construction. The roof structure utilizes advanced high-strength steel, and Transformation Induced Plasticity (TRIP) steel in the body provides 

weight efficiencies while still meeting stringent side-impact objectives. All doors feature strengthened side-door guard beams for additional impact reinforcement, and 

the late availability antiballistic door panels designed to meet National Institute of Justice Level III standards are qualified to resist certain ammunition rounds.

ESCAPING NOTICE: THE STEALTH MODE. 
While you’re protecting the public, your Charger Enforcer is protecting you. When near-invisible presence on patrol is needed, the Stealth Mode capability transforms the 

Charger Enforcer into an undercover hunter. When activated, Stealth Mode completely turns off strategic interior lights and dims others. In addition, a low-intensity red 

dome light comes standard. This provides just enough interior light for official business while remaining virtually incognito to the outside world.

PROTECTION: THE SECURITY OF BEING SURROUNDED BY AIR BAGS.(5)

Safety and security are the driving principles behind every Charger Enforcer. Driver and front passenger 

are protected by a host of standard active and passive safety systems, including driver and front-

passenger multistage front air bags,(5) supplemental side-curtain air bags,(5) driver and front-passenger 

seat-mounted thorax air bags,(5) and a driver-side inflatable knee blocker.(5) Front active head restraints(4) 

respond to rear impacts by moving forward to help mitigate whiplash. Ultrasensitive front- and side-

impact sensors constantly monitor vehicle statistics. From the front body structure — designed and 

engineered to effectively transfer potential crash energy around the interior compartment and the 

occupants — to the enhanced rear structure, when it comes to safety and security, in the Charger 

Enforcer, it’s all about you. 

COMMAND



POWER

3.6L PENTASTARTM VVT V6.
It’s recognized as the finest V6 engine Dodge has ever produced and for all 

the right reasons. The standard 3.6L Pentastar VVT V6 features 

160,000-kilometre spark plugs to reduce maintenance and overall 

operating costs, and also offers Flex Fuel calibration, permitting the 

use of gasoline, E85 (ethanol), or any combination of the two. With 

Variable Valve Timing (VVT) improving the engine breathing for greater 

torque and horsepower, the Pentastar V6 also utilizes a chain drive instead 

of the usual timing belt; the engineering offers greater longevity. Finally, 

the interactive Decel Fuel Shut-Off (iDFSO) immediately stops all fuel  

flow when the foot is removed from the accelerator, helping reduce fuel 

consumption — with  no compromise in performance.

THE LEGENDARY 5.7L HEMI® VVT V8.
Today’s 5.7L HEMI VVT V8 with Variable Valve Timing (VVT) and the 

innovative MDS FuelSaver Technology (which seamlessly transforms the 

mighty V8 into a fuel-sipping 4-cylinder) has been further improved. It 

now features 160,000-kilometre dual spark plugs which reduce 

maintenance schedules, while burning fuel with outstanding efficiency 

and cleanliness [available].

ENGINE TRANSMISSION ENERGUIDE L/100 KM (MPG)(7)

3.6L Pentastar VVT V6 
292 hp @ 6350 rpm (est.) 
260 lb-ft of torque @ 4800 rpm

Five-speed Auto/StickTM

Rear-wheel drive
11.7 L/100 km (24 mpg) city
7.3 L/100 km (39 mpg) hwy

FUEL ECONOMY: THE 3.6L PENTASTAR VVT V6

ENGINE TRANSMISSION ENERGUIDE L/100 KM (MPG)(7)

5.7L HEMI VVT V8 with 
FuelSaver MDS Technology
370 hp @ 5250 rpm (est.) 
395 lb-ft of torque @ 4200 rpm

Five-speed Auto/StickTM

Rear-wheel drive
13.5 L/100 km (21 mpg) city 
8.0 L/100 km (35 mpg) hwy

FUEL ECONOMY: THE 5.7L HEMI VVT V8



WHY REAR-WHEEL DRIVE (RWD) PUTS CHARGER ENFORCER IN FRONT. 
Compared to the front-wheel-drive engineering of competitive police vehicles, rear-wheel drive offers significant and measurable operational advantages. Consider everything from 

serviceability to performance, and rear-wheel drive emerges as the preferred drivetrain for vehicles with heavy-use life cycles and on-demand performance — the essence of police work.

•  Faster and more responsive acceleration, with outstanding handling and manoeuvrability, from a more balanced centre of gravity

•  Greater sense of a nimble ride and controlled feel, by mitigating “weight shift”

•  Better traction and control, by eliminating the “Torque Steer” (a common complaint about FWD, where the front wheels do most of the work by taking on both propelling and steering) 

• Elimination of the “plowing effect” that front-wheel-drive vehicles demonstrate when cornering at increased speeds 

WE’RE NOT AFRAID TO THROW OUR WEIGHT AROUND. 
Under most driving circumstances, RWD technology offers faster acceleration than front-wheel-drive cars, because the physics of acceleration shifts more weight to the rear of 

the vehicle, resulting in an appreciable increase in contact and traction with the road surface. RWD also adds to greater control, as the front tires stay dedicated to the work of 

steering. All-around, the advantages of rear-wheel drive positively affect braking, handling, manoeuvrability, and control.

COMPLETE CONTROL WITH AN ADVANCED STEERING SYSTEM. 
The premium rack-and-pinion speed-sensitive steering system contains a comprehensive “control mode” which continually monitors multiple inputs, delivering steering precision of the 

highest order.

STREET TOUGH
POWERFUL POWER STEERING.

This power steering system utilizes an electrohydraulic 

system (vs. a traditional hydraulic), which translates 

into improved fuel economy, reduced steering noise, 

and optimal tuning for handling. The advanced 

hydraulic fluid shows improved viscosity stability 

over a wide temperature range, helping reduce cold 

start noise. And our increase in steering gear travel 

enhances manoeuvrability.

INTELLIGENCE-BASED SUSPENSION.

It all combines for an exceptional ride: a multilink 

short/long arm (SLA) front suspension, load-leveling 

NIVOMAT® heavy-duty shock absorbers all around, 

riding on highly modified rear spring rates with their 

unique five-link multicoil design. 

FIVE-LINK INDEPENDENT REAR SUSPENSION.

Mounted to a steel cradle and attached to the body 

via four large rubber mounts, this suspension design 

features geometry that isolates the interior 

compartment from axle and road noise, and 

provides more responsive handling.

REAR DIFFERENTIAL: INHERENTLY DIFFERENT.

The Charger Enforcer rear-wheel-drive system is 

engineering designed to make a difference. Mating 

the driveshaft to a cradle-mounted differential with 

two half-shafts eliminates a set of gears common to 

front-wheel-drive systems, and is inherently more 

efficient. 

THE W-RATED TIRES: STANDARD.

To meet the needs for potential high-speed applications, 

tires on Charger Enforcer carry the formidable “W” 

speed rating. These high-speed rated tires were 

designed for extensive police use.



When you set out to design and manufacture a vehicle this good, you consider everything: safety, 

comfort, performance, fuel economy, resale value, and total cost of ownership. The Dodge Charger 

Enforcer carries every strength needed in these areas, making it a formidable vehicle for service in 

every aspect of law enforcement.

In an era when budgets are tight and purchase decisions rest on a wide range of factors, the Dodge Charger Enforcer captures attention with designed-in 

durability and reliability. Quality is backed by a thoroughly comprehensive warranty: the transferable 5-Year/100,000-Kilometre Powertrain Limited Warranty (3) 

covering the engine, transmission, and rear axle. Combined with the Charger Enforcer’s bumper-to-bumper 3-Year/60,000-Kilometre Basic Limited Warranty,(3) 

this is one part of the team you can count on. 

Compare these numbers against your everyday needs for police service, and what you’ll find is total confidence and complete capability.

DIMENSIONS‡/SPECIFICATIONS
Exterior
Wheelbase 3053 (120.2)
Overall Length 5077 (199.9)
Overall Height 1483 (58.4)
Overall Width 1905 (75.0)
Front Track 1606 (63.4)
Rear Track 1621 (63.8)
Interior
Head Room (front / rear) 981 (38.6) / 931 (36.6)
Leg Room (front / rear) 1062 (41.8) / 1019 (40.1)
Shoulder Room (front / rear) 1511 (59.5) / 1471 (57.9)
Hip Room (front / rear) 1427 (56.2) / 1425 (56.1)
EPA Volume (litres) 2968
EPA Volume Index (litres) 3461
Seating Capacity 5
EPA Cargo Volume (litres) 436
Curb Weight (kg, estimated) 
 3.6L V6
 5.7L V8

1844 (4065 lb) 
1946 (4290 lb)

Fuel Tank Capacity (litres) 72.3
Turning Diameter (metres) 11.5
Axle Ratios  
 3.6L V6
 5.7L V8 (std/opt)

2.65
2.65 / 3.06

‡ All dimensions are in millimetres (inches) unless otherwise noted.

2012 CHARGER ENFORCER POWERTRAINS
Engines Transmission Horsepower Torque 0-60 mph Acceleration† 60 mph-0 Braking†

3.6L PentastarTM VVT V6 5-Speed Auto/StickTM

Rear-Wheel Drive
292 (@ 6,350 rpm) 260 lb-ft (@ 4,800 rpm) 7.56 seconds* 127 feet

5.7L HEMI® VVT V8 5-Speed Auto/Stick
Rear-Wheel Drive

370 (@ 5,250 rpm) 395 lb-ft (@ 4,200 rpm) 5.83 seconds** 129.9 feet

†According to the 2011 Michigan State Police Vehicle Evaluation. *Optional 3.07 rear axle ratio **Optional 3.06 rear axle ratio

PROVEN

3053 mm

5077 mm

1483 mm

1606 mm 1621 mm



THE MOPAR DIFFERENCE: DISTINCTIVE ADVANTAGES
All-new for the 2012 Dodge Charger Enforcer from our colleagues at Mopar® are a wide variety of specialized police-specific packages along 

with numerous à la carte individual possibilities. The advantages are considerable. These assets give you enormous latitude and the 

capability to customize your Dodge Charger Enforcer. Each and all are engineered specifically for the 2012 Dodge Charger Enforcer for the 

ultimate in fit and finish, ensuring quality that is both exceptional and invaluable. For more, see your nearby Dodge Charger Enforcer 

retailer or log on anytime to fleet.chrysler.ca

MOPAR®

Base Police Package (AYE)

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

Patrol Package #1 (AYF)

! Police Floor Console

! Front Corner LED Lamps

! Rear Corner LED Lamps

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

  

Patrol Package #2 (AYH)

! Police Floor Console

! Push Bumper

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

Patrol Package #3 (AYM)

! Police Floor Console

! Front Corner LED Lamps

! Rear Corner LED Lamps

! Push Bumper

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

Slick Top Police Package #1 (AYN)

! Police Floor Console

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

! Push Bumper

Slick Top Police Package #2 (AYP)

! Front Corner LED Lamps

! Rear Corner LED Lamps

! Front and Rear Wire Harness

! Power Distribution Centre

! Siren Speaker and Bracket

! Trunk Tray and Cooling Fan

! Front Corner LED Lamps (LNB)

! Rear Corner LED Lamps (LNU)

! Grille Lights (MEK)

! Visor Light (XGV)

! Side Lights (LNZ)

!  Rear Deck Lights (LN2, not available with LN3)

!  Rear Deck Full-Width Lights (LN3, not available with LN2)

!  Light Bar – Full Feature (LN4, not available with LN5)

!  Light Bar – Limited Feature (LN5, not available with LN4)

! Can-Control Siren System (JJK)

! All-Weather Floor Mats (CLE)

! Push Bumper (MBR)

! Rear Splash Guards (MEG)

! Front Splash Guards (MEJ)

! Class II Hitch Receiver with Wiring Harness (XFN)

! Spare Tire Relocation Bracket (TBH)

Some of these features may require one of the packages listed on the opposite page; some might be late availability. See your Charger Enforcer retailer for details.

AVAILABLE INDIVIDUAL FEATURES



(1) Top Safety Pick is an award issued by the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety.  
(2) Class is Police Vehicles.
(3) See retailer for details and a copy of this limited warranty
(4) Always sit properly with the head restraint properly adjusted. Never place anything in front of the head restraint.
(5)  The Advanced Front Air Bags in this vehicle are certified to the U.S. federal regulations for advanced air bags. Children 12 years old and 

younger should always ride buckled up in a rear seat. Infants in rear-facing child restraints should never ride in the front seat of a vehicle 
with a passenger front air bag. All occupants should always wear their lap and shoulder belts properly.

(6)  No system, no matter how sophisticated, can repeal the laws of physics or overcome careless driving actions. Performance is limited by 
available traction, which snow, ice, and other conditions can affect. When the ESC warning lamp flashes, the driver needs to use less 
throttle and adapt speed and driving behaviour to prevailing road conditions. Always drive carefully, consistent with conditions. Always 
wear your seat belt.

(7) 2012 EnerGuide consumption ratings shown. Transport Canada test methods used. Actual fuel consumption may vary.
(8)  Only available in Blackberry Pearl, Tungsten Metallic, Redline Tri-Coat, Bright Silver Metallic, Bright White, or Pitch Black. Group includes 

fog lamps, Black grille with bright surround, and 18-inch aluminum wheels. Other features include Rear Stabilizer Bar.

©2012 Chrysler Group LLC. Dodge, Charger, HEMI and Mopar are registered trademarks and Pentastar, Keyless Enter-N-Go and Uconnect are  
trademarks of Chrysler Group LLC. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc. Goodyear is a registered trademark of  
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. Firestone is a registered trademark of Bridgestone Americas Tire Operations, LLC. NIVOMAT is  
a registered trademark of ZF Sachs AG. Whelen is a registered trademark of Whelen Engineering Company, Inc. All other trademarks  
are the property of their respective owners. Since the time of printing, some of the information you’ll find in this catalogue may have  
been updated. Some images are shown with optional equipment. All information is based on authorized information as of 8/10/11. See 
your Code Guide for the latest information. Due to occasional printing irregularities, the colours shown may vary slightly from actual hues. 
Remington products are manufactured to the highest quality and performance standards — providing reliability, safety, performance, 
durability and long service life. Visit www.remingtonle.com for more information. ®2010 Remington Arms Company, Inc.

  18-inch Steel Wheel 
Standard on Charger Enforcer

Aluminum Street Appearance 

FROM TOTAL PRESENCE TO UNDETECTED. Above, the available Street Appearance Group(8) completely alters the street image of your Dodge Charger Enforcer, providing a 

low-profile exterior presence. But inside, the Street Appearance Group(8) also includes a full-length floor console, illuminated front cup holders, front reading/map lamps, and 

front and rear climate controls. An extraordinary selection of packages and à la carte individual features available from Mopar® enable dramatic customization of your Dodge 

Charger Enforcer. These range from a variety of comprehensive (and visibly effective) patrol-specific items to treatments that make your Dodge Charger Enforcer virtually 

indistinguishable from everyday cars, as illustrated by the Street Appearance Group.(8) A complete list of available packages and features is on the Mopar page.

Bright Silver MetallicBlackberry Pearl Bright White Pitch Black

Redline Tri-Coat

White Gold Metallic

Tungsten Metallic

Midnight Blue Pearl MSP Blue Sheriff TanElectric Blue Pearl

WHEELS

SPECIAL PRODUCTION COLOURS

EXTERIOR FINISHES

SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS

! 3.6L PentastarTM VVT V6 engine with Flex Fuel capability
! 5.7L HEMI® VVT V8 with MDS FuelSaver Technology
! Vehicle Systems Interface Module (VSIM)
! Uconnect TouchTM 4.3 CD/MP3 radio with 4.3-inch touch screen, remote USB port and 

auxiliary input jack 
! UconnectTM Voice Command with Bluetooth® — Available
! Keyless Enter-N-GoTM System, features proximity entry and push-button start with police strategy
! Steering wheel-mounted audio controls
! Power six-way driver and manual front-passenger seats
! Column-mounted automatic transmission shift lever with 5-speed Auto/StickTM

! Unique performance front and rear suspension systems with load-leveling NIVOMAT® 
rear shocks

! 220-amp alternator
! 800-CCA maintenance-free battery
! Severe-duty engine cooling
! 2.65 standard axle ratio (3.6L Pentastar V6 and 5.7L HEMI V8)
! 3.06 axle ratio (5.7L HEMI V8) — Available
! 200-mm rear differential (3.6L Pentastar V6)
! 215-mm rear differential (5.7L HEMI V8)
! Dual-zone air conditioning
! Power accessory delay
! Two auxiliary power outlets, and one USB 1.0 outlet located in the I/P centre stack
! 18-inch steel wheels
! Deactivate rear doors and windows — Available
! Spot lamp prep kit 
! Stealth mode capability
! Rear Stabilizer Bar
! Unique dedicated fuse circuits

SAFETY/SECURITY

! Active front head restraints(4)

! Advanced multistage front air bags(5)

! Supplemental side-curtain air bags(5)

! Supplemental front seat-mounted side thorax air bags(5)

! Inflatable driver’s knee air bag(5)

! Side-door guard beams
! Safety cage construction
! Rain Brake Support
! Ready Alert Braking
! Hill Start Assist
!  Four-wheel disc antilock heavy-duty brakes with All-Speed Traction Control and Brake Assist
!  Police-specific Electronic Stability Control (ESC)(6)

NOTABLE POLICE FEATURES

! Unique police vehicle headliner configurations:
— Standard with red/white dome light 
— Available red/white light and overhead console 
— Available street appearance overhead console

! Available Street Appearance Group:(8)

— Full-length floor console 
— Illuminated front cup holders 
— Foldaway power heated exterior mirrors 
— Fog lamps 
— 18-inch aluminum wheels

! Available Convenience Group I:
— Eight-way power driver and front-passenger seats 
— Power adjustable pedals 
— Driver and front-passenger power lumbar adjuster

! Available Connectivity Group:
— Auto-dimming rearview mirror with microphone 
— Uconnect Voice Command with Bluetooth

! Heavy-duty cloth front bucket seats designed to accommodate a full duty belt
! Vinyl rear bench seat — Available
! Black left spot lamp and matching right spot lamp — Available
! Whelen® LED halogen spot lamps — Available
! Equipment mounting bracket — Available
! 18-inch bolt-on wheel covers
! Engine block heater — Available
! Full-size spare tire with matching wheel — Available
! High-speed engine controller limiting speed — Available
! Power heated foldaway mirrors — Available
! Vinyl trunk floor liner with full-size spare tire — Available

STANDARD POLICE EQUIPMENT

! Four-wheel disc heavy-duty brakes with Brake Assist and police-specific ESC(6) 
calibration

! 220-amp alternator
! 800-CCA maintenance-free battery
! 2.65 final drive axle ratio (3.6L Pentastar V6)
! 200-mm rear differential (3.6L Pentastar V6)
! 72.2-litre fuel tank
! Six-way power driver’s seat
! Two auxiliary power outlets, and one USB 1.0 outlet located in the I/P centre stack
! Column-mounted shifter
! Unique front and rear performance suspension systems with load-leveling NIVOMAT® 

rear shocks
! Heavy-duty cloth bucket front seats and fixed rear bench seat
! Severe-duty engine cooling system
! Heavy-duty transmission cooling system
! Keyless Enter-N-Go with police strategy
! Power accessory delay
! Power trunk lid release
! P225/60R18 W-rated performance tires — Goodyear® or Firestone®

! Engine hour meter
! Engine idle hour meter
! Stealth mode capability
! Unique dedicated fuse circuits
! Supplemental side-curtain and front seat-mounted air bags(5)

! Advanced multistage driver and front-passenger air bags(5)

! Driver’s knee air bag(5)

! Brake-Park Interlock — Driver must apply brake before shifting from Park
! Defroster — Electric rear-window
! Gauges — 260-km/h speedometer, tachometer, odometer, trip odometer, fuel level and 

coolant temperature, outside temperature
! Indicators — Warning lamps for low oil pressure, charging system, low fuel and low 

washer fluid, seat belt reminder, door/trunk ajar, cruise, brake system, headlamp high 
beam, turn signals, engine, and air bags (up to 18, depending on equipment)

! Keyless Entry/Illuminated Entry
! Lighting — Exterior quad halogen headlamps with automatic-off feature, taillamps, 

and centre high-mounted stop lamp
! Mirrors — Exterior dual power
 — Interior day/night centre rearview 
! Seat Belts — Front height-adjustable, outboard shoulder belts, three-point
 — Rear, non-height-adjustable shoulder belts, three-point
! Speed Control
! Steering Column — Tilt and telescoping
! Windows — Power with driver and front-passenger one-touch up and down (features 

express up and down)
! Windshield Wipers — Two-speed with speed-sensitive intermittent modes
! 18-inch steel wheels with bright hubcaps
! Vehicle System Interface Module


